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Item 19 Continued.

the credibility of the deterrence value of our chemical weapons policy.
This paper concludes that the lack of training prevents the US Army from realizing

that it is prepared to fight with an obsolete chemical doctrine, and recommends actions
that will update its chemical warfighting capability and thereby enhance the deterrence
effect of our chemical weapons policy, , ..
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ABSTRACT

US Army Training In The Tactical Employment Of Chemical Weapons: A Flaw

In Our Chemical Deterrence?

By Major Charles A Peddy, USA, 51 pages.

Chemical weapons were Introduced In world war I by the aermans in
1916. during the battle of Ypres. The military's appreciation for the
effectiveness of this weapon of mass. destruction has continually
conflicted with society's horror of its cruel effects. As a compromise,
many aations agreed not to employ them in future wars, with the
reservation that they would retain a retaliatory capability, that would
deter azt adversary's impulse to Introduce chemicals into the bdttle.

While those measures served to prevent chemical use in World War II,
events since then force us to reevaluate our retaliatory capability and
Its deterrence value. Increased use of chemical agents by 'the loviet
Union and its client states, and the development of chemical weapon
programs in other third world nations, points to an ever increasing future
risk that the UJS's "retaliation in kind" policy will be challenged.

Meanwhile the US Army has neglected the training of its officers and
units in the tactical employment of chemical weapons to the point that it
seriously undermines the credibility of the deterrence' value of' our
chemical weapons policy.

This paper concludes that the lack of training prevents' the US Army
from realizing that it Is prepared to fight with an obsolete chemical
doctrine, and recommends actions that will update its chemical
warfighting capability and thereby enhance the deterrence effect of onr
chemical weapons policy.
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I- INTRODUCTION

PWhy have the Ce:man's not used (gas]? They have not
used it because it does not pay them. The greatest
temptation ever offered to them was the beaches of
Normandy. This they could have drenched with gas greatly to:
the hindrance of our troops. That they thought about It Is

certain and that they prepared against our use is also
certain. But the only reason they have not used it against
us is that they fear the retaliation'

Winston Churchill 1

History has shown that when a new vpapnn Is introduced to the

battlefield, it remains until it is no longer effective. Nation: ha.ve

ri,±ver been successful in removing effective weapons from the

battlefield as'long as one still sees an advantage to the!: uzt.
Modern chemical warfare was introduced to the 20th century by .

Germans In 1916 as they attempted to break the static defenses ,) t,-"

allies. The allies acknowledged its effectlveness by retaliatlr, in

kind. By war's end, all sides were pushing theIr chemical " L... "'

to develop more lethal chemical agents that could be used before being

countered by the the other side.

The horrible impact that gas warfare had made on the soldiers and

populace led to international efforts to ban toxic chemical weapons.

Most notable was the 1925 Geneva Convention . Its effectiveness

limited because many nations, including the United States anI ýhe

Soviet Union, rezerved 'he right to maintain stockpiles az .

deterrence against first use by other parties. Since the conver:tiQ

was signed, almost every decade in the 20th century h(s szcn the

offensive use of chemical weapons.



In World War II all sides admitted to having prepared to employ

chemical weapons but claimed their stockpiles were for retaliatory

purposes only. After WW I1, the US maintained a large chemical

stockpile but de-emphasized the use of chemicals as It shifted .t4..

focus to the nuclear operations In future war.

During the Vietnam conflict the US did not use toxic chemical

weapons out did continue research and development intc., both chemIcAl

and biological agents. It did use what It cons.dered two form. of

toxic chemicals, riot control agents to force guerillas out of b'.,-

complexes and herbtcide to deio!i.te the 4u' ngle to :e:e g,:';:

sanctuaries. with anti-milltary sent'rment at its ;eik, in.d a tacklaL,!,

growing against US use of chemical def-)liant and riot cont:ol g. a :.

Vietnam, an incident prompted President Nixyn to shut dowrt all fuzt.her

chemical and biological testing, effectively crippling the United

State's chemical warfdre program. His action was triggered 1,Y tt;.h

public outcry to a chemical accident in 1969 at the Ogden Proving

Grounds In Utah, when an F-4 aircraft, carrying VX agent ac..ý.,.-.nly

released part of its load outside t6i te-t .. cra, X•' , cver ,

sheep. 2

This retrenchmerit ended after the 1973 Yo-m l, ipuL ,,

analysis of captured Soviet-ma•de Egyptian and Syr.iran e•I•me".' '.It

that the Soviets had vigorously improved their chemical pro]zam

instead of following the unilateral effort by the United States to

decrease the employment of chemicals in war. ThIs promnte:'2 t!.e

reevaluate its policy, with the result that it reenergized its

chemical program. The new chemical policy was stated in termu le

with arm. control. The primary objective wa.. to .llig.a.te the thzf..aV

2



of chemical weapons, but to achieve that goal It was essential for the

US to have an effective che ical defensive posture and a cmvlble

retaliatory capability. By 1980 the Army Chemical branch school was

reopened at Ft. McClellan after being closed in 1972. Moreover, t~e

branch's size haW doubled from Its 1975 strength to 4,000. By 11.360,

the chemical branch had an active duty strength of 9,000. Even today,

the aging chemical stockpile Is slowly'being modernized vwth sa.ez

binary ma.nitlons replacing old zhv.lls ont a one for one ba4;5.

Our current national chemical policy emphaslzes retiti•X, .. d

stresse* that the offensive capability shald be consideredI fEr lt•

deterrence value only:

1) First and foremost, deter the use of nuclear veapono
and chemrical agents.

2) If this fails, to terminate the conflict at the
lowest level Cf intensity possible, and on terms
acceptable to the United States and its allies.

3) The Nacional Command Aut"ority must a-.thrize i:
of chemical ard nuclear weapons. The, ,b-jectiv. . p• 7 I
using chemica and nuclear weapons is tn conv!nce
the enemy tha its objectives canr.,, be achbev.•(
without unacc ptable losses (deterrence). US
chemical use ill be re~aliatury cnly, ba3ed on a
policy of no irst use.

Our current keystone manual, FM 100-5 e , !.lly .

that policy. Several timel it mentions that the battlefield may

Involve the use of chemica v-apons, and M3 units mnst he prepared to

do more than .•Imp,1y .- fend thomselve. 1r1 a "dirty" envircament,

"...because the Unitedl Sta e:. r.-zervet. the riyht tu rftaltt-

enemies use chemical weapo -s any unit must be prepared to con,!uct

offensive chemical operati .ris. Such preparations act as a ,et•,rr._.nt

t
to enemy use of chemicals" The consensus appears to be- t-h..a a ],.



defensive posture Is not deterrent enough, that if there is no risk to

using chemical varfare the Soviets will consider it. If there is a

perceived risk because of our retaliatory potential, the Suvxta miht

not consider first use.

For our chemical offensive capability to have a credible

deterrent value, we must convince our adversaries that. we hive th-

means, the training, and the willingness to use our cheml-al weapons.

The capability in the form of our chemical stockpile is admitt',1'

weak. The stockpile is filled with aged, leaking mun'tions, many ,

o'd that their delivery syztem! no .... ,. .ert . There a:e t.

%everil, thousand artillery s•:ells av.•ilatle, however, and to thý:

pessimistic Sovletz the large chemical Industrial ba!e In the : 5... .:

as a potential source of chemical munitions.

The US der-onstrated its willingnessto employ chem'cal veaporn: in

World War I and we were openly prepared to employ them in World War

II. Our current manuals discuss the possibility of employing chemical

weapons so that our enemies can conceive of us using chemic,l veý;•

If we felt It necessary.

The only factor that degrades the credibility of our offenrz,'e

abillty'is our trainingj in tht employment of chemical ,

c-irps are responsible for planning, controlling and coordinatin3

chemical weapons unt'l allocation release has been ....... e, b:'

det.ailtdplanning and coordination is done at division level.

Brigade and battalion Cumiunders, 3-3s, unid ffl-c Juport .C '

(FSCOORD), must be sufficiently knowledgeable of chem-'c f tu" t.,
7

plan for their use dnd integrate them into their scheme of maneuver

The decision to uc~e chem:ical weapo-,ns ha, obv"oi:- p"" ItC31

4



ramifications. However, the employment of chemical weapons is a

tactical matter. Our tactical commanders are expected to integza~e

fire and maneuver with concurrent chemical strikes., AddItiornaly,

the only delivery systems we now have are the 155mm and 8" arti ..ery

systems so we are concerned with our tactical expertise in the

employment of these weapon.. If our enemIes do not believe that we

know how to use our chemical weapons effectively our deterren;t v*l:;?.

will uuffer.

The following sections vill show historically how a credl.e

".retaliation only" policy deterred the use of chemical weapons in

battle,. and that commanders and staffs, trained and familiar with the

use of chemical weapons enhanced that c:eblhIty. Examples wil c..te

how the lack of credible chemical deterrence has led the Sovietz ua

their client states to use chemical weapon,. A European scen:, "z-.

show why there is a real need for the US to have a credible

retaliatory capability. Finally, an exam:.'atilon of current . n..a.,

school curriculums and expe:iences at the National Training Tenter

([TC, will determine if our officers are being adequately tzaine! t:

employ chemical weapons.



I1- AN HISTORICAL CASE FOR A RETALIATORY POLICY

"...it may be several weeks or even months before Ishall
ask you to rench Germany with poison gas, and if we do it,
let us do it one hundred per cent. In the meanwhile, I want
the matter studied in cold blood by sensibl peopl- And i.ot
by that particular set of psalm singing uniformed defeatists
whlch one runs across now here now there."

Winston Churchill to his Chiefs of Staff, 94 1

World War II Is significant because it serves as an example of a

conflict that had the belligerents preparing and planning to use an

effective weapon, yet refraining from employing It. Both sides corisldetei-(

the concept of employing chemical weapons important enough to divert

precious civilian labor and other war resouzc!s to its research,

development, manufacture and storage. This chapter will show that all

sides were prepared to employ chemicals when they considered it

advantageous but held back, not for moral reasons, but out of fear of

retaliation.

While most nations had chemical stockpiles on the eve of World v'a: 1,

only Germany had the advantage of a new class of chemical called .er'e

agent. Accldently dsover ed by Dr. .,•..,,. Shrader i- "Ce,

agent Sarin led to the later discovery of an even more let.... .-;:il ,

named Tabun". The German military clearly understood the val•,• ,

potent poison and two years later, In 1940, they built a p.:ot pl.;;• tL,:

was'producing 3,000 tons of nerve ayent a year by 194?. By -244 ..... ar..

had stockpiled 2,000 tons of nerve.agent in artillery shells and arnothEi:

10,000 tons stored in bombs.

Japan is uique uf all the W-,rld War, ii belligerent. tLit thr:

documented evidence that she actually employed chemical weapon:z n comtLt

against an enemy force. Beginning in 1939, the Chinese documented ov.,r

1,000 *:eparate- *7-;p11r-s Chemical attacks4 agaiint bo:tt- (7t!ine-tt

6
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forces and civilian population centers The nationalist government of

China continually charged the japanese Invaders with boobing cities and

spraying Chinese troop formations with mustard and phosgene. Against the

unprotected Chinese the chemical agents became weapons of mass deztruction,

Instilling terror in the civilian populace and greatly reducing the

military effectiveness of those targeted military units.

When the Allied military leader;.contemplated potential chemilcal use

by the Axis powers they had to conside-r that Italy. h,ad been the :ast

Weutern nation to employ chemicals In combat when It Invaded Ethlipla.

19.35 and ".36 Italy had shipped 700 tons of mustard agent to b10tm...

its Air Force against the Ethiopians. F'rst using the .aget 'In :b;, .

Italians in 1936, switched to the more effective method of s~ray"r.', the

unprotected natives from multiple aircraft so as to envelop a column c)f

natives In a fog of mustard mist. The unprotected and lightly .... t'hed

natives suffered tremen.ous casualties to include large numbers of women

and children who had travelled through previously contaminated areas.

Almost 1/3 of the total Ethiopian casualties were attributed tt .

chemiual weapons On the eve of World War II BrItIZh intei ler.•x

believed that the Italians had the capability to produce u; tu, 21- ton, s

mustard agent a day 6  f nothing else, It .l.ný!ted t..aly " h' at : :t .-

potent capabil'ity to produce chemira.s a.nd a. deirist•Tt•te wed n;:.-.: to

use them, if only against a prImitive enemy vhc, hdd "nu h,)oe of ret.alli:t.'A

or protection.

The Alle-ý themselves may have had less advant.d toxIc -,hemIc.l" thtu

Germany, but their combined industr~ial might allowed them to make up for

quality with a greater quantity of agents and a superior delivery meir-.. I r.

the form of the strategic bomber.



England began the war with almost no chemical stockpile. Under Prime

Minister Churchill's insistent prodding, England's stockpile had Increased
7

from one day's supply to over 20,000 tons by 1942 . By the second week cf

June 1940, England's forces had managed to scrap, together enoagh of .a

chemical stockpile to plan for the 12th Royal Air Force to use gas bcb,.

and spray against the feared German amphibious assault force on the Br't-'-h

beaches 8 .

The UnIted States placed dn effort in its chemical production

comparable to its overall Industrial war effort. By 1943 the US h.ad an 3

month supply of air deliverable chemical weapons in the o.i,. O,:- . .:

k,,* spray unit.,, and had a 4 month supply uf tr~un, em•.:,ye•:.! cheL.'.,= "'. .

following year as part of its Overlord preparation, the Etiropean Theater o5

Operations had stockpi-led enough chemical munitions to last for over 4S

days of full scale use. Those stockpiles followed the adva.ncing armies it;

every theater of the war in Europe. One example Is the sad case of thi. UZ:

John Harvey, docked at port in Bar!, Italy. Sunk during a Cerman air rald,

it spilled Its secret cargo of mustard agent Into the waters of th'.,b y.

The explosions 9f the b,.oririlg ship sent mustard agent In .a v.a,,r f:::r

throughout the town caluiing, hundfeds of civillain cas i.ftet, . •..i1

who escaped the ship by swimming t;,ro:: • r,.au ..... w.. .

burns from the blister .agent awl, h.ad to be treated by !nexpe:ienced lo Cc.or

who were Intentionally left in the dark regardinq the Cauj. ., th

10victims' suffering

By 1945, the United atates had built '13 chemical manufact'::'Ing 1'. 1

employing thousands of srarce civilian workers. The •lant at pine 9J,

Arkansas, alone required 10,000 workers. The Chemical Warfare ,ýrv,'.ce

numbered over 20,000 .. :dlers serving In both the Army .3n,1 All p.,., .. ,vl

'8



had over 1,000 working In Its research and development dpartment, By the

end of the war the United states bad amassed a stockpIle of over 135,000

tons

Between WW I and WW II the US Army's chemical doctrine and unit

structure continued to evolve. By the late 1930s the Chemical warfare

Service was fully integrated at every command level, providing both the

expertise and the means to transport, stock and employ chemical agents. At

the heart of the service was the chemical battalion with !t: 96 -: I:."c

4 . 2 0 mortars. A ýheater of operations asset, it was normally attach]-,e' t:

divislon12. The battalion proviled tot' las, smoke, rncendsries *3r2 ,

explosive (HE) fires depending on the situation. The 1938 doctrlne calle!

for one of the four mortar platoons to be dedicated to chemical fizes only,

but by the beginning of the var the basic loads of all platoons were f!le!

with smoke and HE13 . The battallon commander was thc expert on tl;e

employment of his mortars. He worked with the division chemica! :ff:c¢ t:

integrate chemical fires with the general scheme of maneuver. -e vai .a5s::

responsible for drawing the chemical rounds when needed. Tý help him thi

Chemical Warfare Service had a complete supply Infrastructur2 v%-.-

function was the transporting, warehousing, and disbursing of chemical

munitions and protective gear. The chemical munitions were del.iveýe,2 t!;

chemical units at the ports and were then stored in special chemical

ammunition supply points. The chemical battali'on had It- ,own

transportation assets dedlcatýd to picking up tht chemical r•,:• a;.!

delivering them to the mortar companies

9



The Air Corps had its complement of chemical units at well. Thel:

organization called for two specialized units, one that handled the

chemical bombs and spray units and the other dedicated to the defensive

decontamination mission

Along with the chemical battalion commander, the division cominaride:

could also rely on recent Command and General Staff School graduates ..r

advice on the employment of chemical weapons. Chemicals were not a pop.'lar

weapon but their employment was routinely considered In planning. It wa-,

after all, another tool in the military tool box and staff office:: we-ze

expected to be familiar with the characteristics of the ;a.3o• ch>..

agents and the techniques of their employment. To that end th,: .

published two different reference manuals, Chemical Warfa:.. 7efi -•. 7zti,

and the Tactical Employment of Chemical Aaents (tentative!. These

textbooks helped the student plan his chemical fires based on the

situation,, provided the tables that determined the number :)! :ounds nee-ded

based on weapons system selected, and suggested the typ#.es of a,3enb, t•.

employ for maximum effects. It provided an example of the. chemlcal 3.:~>"

which allowed the student to Incorporate all forms of che-mical f,:' 1- - I t,:,

the field order as operations orders were calle, then.

The Army took advantage of the, lazge sca.le maneuv:ers t!!,1 .

southern states in 1941 to test its chemicil doctr,"ne. Tht. Ar:ny 1n

Arkansas, fo: example, encouraged the o!fenzive use of slmu•• .,d .

agents against opposing unit command posts. Based on their :,:e:ice

operating in the swampy terrain,' 2nd Army developed 3ircraft :;p•y•ý,yli,

techniques that were effective against .road bound unitS 7 . By the trmt the

United States, went to war, its staffz and chemical units were corif Ideilt

10



that should they encounter gas on the battlefield, they were ready to

respond In kind.

That gas would be encountered on the World War IT battlefield was a

foregone conclusion. After all, both Japan and Italy had employed it

recently, and everyone had used chemicals in the previuus war. The

dlff~rence now wat that the Alllez and Germany bo-th publicly stated thAt

they would not employ chemicals first; that they would respond ii

retaliation only. Although cloaked In the trappings of moral sanctity, all

nations rattled their chemical sabers at each other, and, as Win~ston

Churchill's remarks show, the morality of chemical use took a back -.30 t

military pragmatism and fear of retaliation:

"It is absurd to consider morality on this topic [poison
gas) when everybody used It in the last war without a word
of complaint from the moralists or the Church. On the other
hand, in the last war the bombing of open cities was
regarded as forbidden. Now everybody does It as a matter of
course. It is simply a question of fashion chiging as she
does between long and short skirts for women.*

The Allies several times showed the wvllingne.:3 tO re 4 ,

weapons If sufficiently provoked. On1. may 194:, Church"!! publlc•

warned Germany that he would use bombe'rs to drop chemi-al t•mb ý

Germany begIn using heimlc-als on the eastern iront.. Ever P:)..t

Roosevelt, who personally abho:rrd using chemicals, EItt cum[t.'lc, "

threaten Japan on 6 June 1943 with "retallatlon in kind" if tht chem?,.'al

attacks against the Chinese continued19 . When-the (l.emans b-.ýjn :•,in'h>.

the V-I bumbs against England, Churchill wanted to respond by .,inc3 hIl

large English bomber fleet to "drench the cities of the Ruhr ind many :ther

cities in Germany in such a way that most of the population would te

requiring constant medical attention." 2 . His military stafr Wwdu., h[v

'11



by explaining that it would be impractical to maintain the needed lethal.

dose for all the targets he wanted hit, that the Germans had a sizable

chemical stockpile of their own, and that they would probably retaliate by

replacing the V-I warheads with chemical warheads and cause even greater

problems for English cities2 1 .

The US military made it clear that they ere legally correct in

employing agents when required. As their "a of. La.ndWafar, Fie!d

Manual FM 27-10, spelled out, the US was not legally bound by the protoccl

of the Geneva Convention prohibiting first use of chemicals even thou.•1.

was'a signatory to it, because Congress had never ratifed the

Convention 2 2 . General Eisenhower sent a veiled threat to the Oernians -..en

he used the unfortunate episode of the IUSS Jo n Harvey to acknowledge what

until then had been kept secret: that the allies were keeping stockpi' ez

of chemicals i'n all theaters of the war and wvre ever ready to retallate

with them should the Germans use them first 2 3 , The threat worked. The

greatest fear the allies had was that the Germans would use chemic-.-.

against the landing forces on the beaches of Normandy. At the Nuernbe':z.

trials held at the end of the war, Coering st t .3 n h

employ gas on the Normandy beaches because th y fea:ed tha 11.... .,

chemical retaliation would have on their most y horse drawn milltary

'4
transportation system

A.3 Germany began to suffer reverses In Fance .wld on tlt .

front, Hitler, who initially had been .against the use of gas because , 1;

experience in World War I, began to discuss I more u.rily-. By then wa.L

too late. Most of Germany's chemical arsenal was in the form of bombs and

she no longer had the bombers to deliver the ýombs. HIs milit.ary aivi.z,

.12
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* were also concerned by the Allies' incredible ability to retallate. As
/

/ Albert Speer, one of Hitler's closest advisors, recalled:

"All sensible Army people turned gas warfare down az
being utterly insane, since, in view of America's
superiority in the air, it would not be long before it would
bring don the most terrible catastrophe upon German
cities."

Other indicators, while accidental, prompted the Germans to belleve the U•

was ready and willing to employ chemical.weapons. German intelligence

cited the sudden and complete censure in print of previously mentioned

chemical compound's the Germans used to make nerve agents. The U: was

keeping a close hold on Information on these chemical Ingredients ýut t

was to hide the development of the pesticide DDT, not nerve agent".

During'the Battle of the Bulge the US was so sure that the 7ermans were

4bout to employ chemicals in a last ditch, desperate effort, that chemlcal

protective masks were rushed forward. When these fell Intn German hands,

it convinced the Germans that the US was. getting ready to :e;;ondC tý .th.

attack wlth chemicals
2 7

Interestingly, the US actually did consider u:ly chesicals .a.

the Japanese In the Pacific. The tremendous casualties the U: had euffere-

digging out the tenacious defenders from their' island caves led many to

advocate the use ofgas to Oinimize US casualties. The Lethbridge f

approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff and Admiral Che~ttez •iat:,

recommended *soaking" the island of Iwo Jima with chemicals prior to ýii

amphibious assau'lt. President Roosevelt disapproved thcr, .
"23

the US suffered over 20,000 casualties taking the Island" When the

invasion of Japan was being planned, chemical weapons had already bQcc..:•1c

obsolete by another weapon of mass destruction, the atomic bomb.

13
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III- POST WORLD WAR II CHEMICAL USE

"Victims realize they had been exposed to chemical
attack only when they become faint and dizzy. Subsequently,
they begin to vomit blond and bleed from the eyes, nose and
mouth. Death occurs within a short time. "

MuJahadeen account of Soviet Chemical attack-

Since the end of.World War II there have been ,everal oa~.a-., .

one nation used chemical agents agalnst another. The frequency of these

attacks has increased over the last few years. Two common factors in the-:t

events are, one, that the nation using the chemical weapons has elther been

a client state of the Soviet Union or the Soviet Union itself. Secorid, the

nation attacked has had nmo capablllty either to protect Itself

retaliate with chemicals of its own.

The first documented instance of a Soviet client state Involved i•n the

employment of chemical weapons was Egypt's support of the Republican

faction during the Yemeni civil war in the 1960s. War correspcndents ar-'

Red Cross representatives reported that the Soviet armed-and Egyptian

supported-faction had used chemical weapons against the royallstz and

civilians.. Eyewitnesses reported the victims showed sympti :-z 4ZZ-•.`

with exposure to mustard and nerve agents. The B ritish government, w't!

its Interests In Aden felt the iep,,ts reli.ble enoogh'that It !-', F",.

Prime Minister Harold w.ilson, ahfre C01te1 M1u ,. t.... ...

2
of chemical use in the' area

In 1982, the State Department published a report dccumenting the

recent chemical attacks that had been previously reported in newspaper

accounts. Because of the nature of the events, the remotenczs of the 3reas

in which the attacks took place and the transitory nature of the chemicals

employed, it took several years before the State Department gelt it lcid L
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requisite proof to charge Vietnam, Laos and the Soviet Union with the us•e

of toxic chemicals In violation of the Geneva Protocol of 1925.

The evidence brought to the State Department showed concluzively t!.at

the Vietnamese used aircraft to deliver chemicals through bombs and rockets

against Kampuchean guerillas and Indigenous H'Mong tribesmen that were

resisting Vietnam's attempts to dominate them3 ., Villagers reported, that an

aircraft would fly over them, dropping bombs or firing rockets. Where the

weapons impacted there would usually appear yellow colored clud& th.at

slowly dissipated. The villagers and their farm animals then imm.:diatoly

experienced nausea, vomiting and profuse bleeding. Many :e• t!c:ýe t'.

survIved took months to recover 4 .

Laotian defectors reported that their Air Force was conducft i:'j

chemical attacks against local tribes who were attempting to rezist efforts

by the government to centralize cuntrol over them. One of ,,., , €... "

pilot, reported that he had seen rockets loaded on his aircraft with

modified, loose fitting warheads. He reported Lhat his attacks resulted i1n

red and yellow clouds over the impact area, and that the warheads did nrt

explode the same way his normal warheads did5 .

The evidence provided to the State Department showed a ceaz,.izct

link to the Soviet Union. The Laotlan-pilot reported 'ha, Soviet

technicians supervised the transportation, 6torage al., lo.'1 ...j ......

6agents . Morp conclusive was thp tyjp,+, i)F ayent ,sx . ,,t:r,.:t, ..

samples from one of the v ll.ages that had been *3ttackpd, as w11 .31

cuntvmInated wattr •a,,jles frum tht we'll ,f aiuthcr ollte ..Aowcd that the

agent was a synthetic derivative of a mycotoxin, a potent poi •.ui. jruc,

by molds7. This class of agent, while not unknown In the West, was .

not an agent western nations worked with or possessed. it wa.s known,
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however, that the Soviets were quite familiar with the toxins through the

agricultural research they had been conducting since the 1303s8

The Soviet Union had a more open, direct role In the use of chemical

weapons In Afghanistan. Afghani refugees streaming Into Pakistan reported

attacks by Soviet helicopters and Jets against villages and bands of

MuJahadeen. From the symptoms reported by witnesses and survivors, it

appeared the Soviets used a variety of agents ranging from incapacIltants to

nerve agents to mycotoxins Unverified witness statements reported t!a

the Soviets used a poison so toxic and fast acting that victims were found

at their weapons, showing no signs that they were eveni aware the 'wet.

dyingI0 Why the Soviets used chemicals was a matter of speculation by' Lh*

State Department. It would appear that the Soviets used chemicalS a. a

weapon-of mass destruction to spread terror In the populatioh forcing them

to flee their homes and causing the Mujahadeen to lose their base of

support. From eyewitness accounts by Afghan Army defectors, the Soviets

took advantage of the attacks to develop their field data base on the

effects of the agents. Soviets wearing full protective garments were

reported conducting field autopsies on dead villagers to determine the

effects the agents had on their victims

In the recent Iran-Irag war, the United ctlori " hat-

Iraqi use of chemical agents against Iranian forces and Khurdish v.l.a..i

In burder towns. Iraq, which Is armed by the Sovietz, appears to h-e :2.e9

both mustard and. nerve agents against the Iranians and vlllagerZ, :au•.ir.;

hundreds of casualties among the unprotected victims". The knovledgp that

Iraq had the capability to continue with additional chemical attacks with

no fear of retaliation may have prompted Iran to seek a cease' flre t.ar!ier

13
than expected
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SECTION IV- THE NATO SCENARIO

"If we are forced to operate encumbered by protective
systems while the enemy is allowed to operate unencumbered
In a clean environment, chemical weapons can offer bim the
same high casualty rate, even if no one is killed."

In the last section we saw how the Soviet Union and its cllent stateZ

were willing to employ chemical agents against third world states whr had

no retaliatory capability. The question that comes to mind is whether th.c

Soviet Union would employ chemical agents in a high Intensity war against

NATO forces. This chapter will answer that questionr by reviewinj Zovlet

chemical history, discussing how It views chemical weapons within the

overall scope of its military doctrine, and determining wýhether or not tht-

boviet Union would enjoy any advantages to employing chemicals first.

Since 62% of all the gas casualties suffered in World War I were

Russian 2, the Soviet Union well understands the devastating effect che .X.aa

'agents can have on unprotected troops. The Soviet Union's combat

experience with chemical weapons did not end with the conclusion of Wozld

War I. In its own clvU1 war, the White Russians employed Br~ti~h ;.=

shells and the Red faction was reputed to have u5ed etý own e

artillery shells'.

The Soviet Union signed the Geneva Convention banning fitst u -'£

chemical weapons in 1928, but reserved the right to retaliate in. 'Kn- zi

would not consider itself bound to the treaty should its enemy n,,. havp

ratified the Convention4 . Signing the treaty didn't m t!..it t~ t 2v'-

Union had renounced further research and ,i.velopment Into the ofec.v'. .

of chemica" weapuns, it simply meant that such effortz would ,e be::

greater secrecy. The zame year it signed the Convention, it r, te: ! nto a

Joint, highly .ocret collaboratlun with the CeTMadn to worl: with its r

agent. Project Tomk.3, as it ca.me to be called, was to continue in ... :mote

17
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area of the Soviet Union for a period of five years . By the beginning of

World War II, the Soviet Union had amassed a 3tockpile of chemical weapons

but was afraid to employ them Initially against the invading Germans for

fear of German retaliation6 . Later in the war, the Soviet Union's

successes with Its rapid operational form of warfare precluded the u~e of

chemicals.

With the end of World War II and the. beginnings of the Cold War, the

Soviet Union continued to build its stockpile of chemical weaponri. 7:, the

final weeks of the war, the Soviet army captured large stockpiles of German

chemical agents as well as production factories and procedurrtt.s,

producing nerve agent. The plants and stockpiles taken back to the Zoviet

7Union formed the backbone of the post war Soviet chemical program . One

reason for the continued buildup was its historical fascination with the

potential effects of chemicals but another, more pragmatic, reason "s that

the large stockpile was a cheap response to the 'IS nuclear domination of

the 1950s$. The Soviets appeared to have increased their interesL li,

chemical warfare in the late 1960s a-nd early 1970s; that same pe ... .

time when the US unilaterally halted their chemical Ptogram ?

Current Soviet doctrine consider5 chemical weapons a5 Jý,•t - 1.91,-t,

form of conventional munition and has thoroughly Integrated the ;Ze ,)f

chemicals Into their overall military operations. Unllh. the P.:I

States, thd Soviet Union's offensive delivery capability covers the

spectrum from tactical through operational level. Their indirect fire,

delivery systems range from the short range mortars found at battaly.

level to their long range Scud and Frog missiles' that can fire from ont

nation to another. Their multiple launcher rocket systems suCh as t,,e V:"

and BM27 have chemi~cal warheads allowing them to saturate a lise ,c

18



quickly with a lethal dose of nonpersistent agent, an abilIty the US

currently does not have Because all of their indirect fire system. have

the capability of firing chemical munitions it will be extremely dlfflcý..t

for NATO to determine which systems will be dedicated to chemical fires.

Compounding this problem is the Soviet Union's doctrine that so fully

integrates chemical use that 1/3 of the artillery shells carried by

artillery units are filled with chemical agent! 1i. Every Soviet artillr:y

unit, Is a potential chemical delivery system because of Its weaponP'

technical capability and its basic load mix.

The Suviet army Iz the world's best equipped and traired,chexl-'"

fighting force"'. All Soviet vehicles are equipped with an overpr. ..e.s. s..:

system that protects the crew in a chemical or nuclear contaminaWe•

environment. The Soviet army has the largest chemical organization and It

is fully integrated into the regular for.- as well, beginning with the

chemical defense company at the regimental level 13. The regimental

chemical defense company's chemical reconnaissance platoon is equipped 4ith

a specially designed vehicle that allows the crew to perform it: dut:.Ž.

'without leaving the vehicle, a feature the US army is planning LuL has not

14
fielded as yet

While yell equippei, it Is th- leve of their che"nca t:t-

enhances their chemical threat. The Soviet Chemical Defensive Acade7y .it

Sh!khangy teaches and decelopo'chemical offensive warfare ter."h-z••, .

well as defensive warfa:.5 Soviet units are known to trii:a with ,I1, u t.-,!

live chemical agents to build up the confidence and experience level of

their troop:;. Some elite units have remained for several hours in

contaminated areas 1 6 . Contrast that with the United States' current level

of training with live agents. Currently the only troops training with live



agents are the Chemical Branch officers and NCOs attending branch schools

at Ft. McClellan, Alabama. Their experience is a highly structured,

artificial affair. The students enter a building where their protect1.:#

gear is tested several times to insure their safety. They then enter small

rooms under the supervis,lon of instructors where they decontaminate a piece

of equipment which has been contaminated with a small amount of agent. At

all times the student is aware of' the redundant safety measures protecting

him. Even so, the event appears to be stressful 1 7 .

The Soviets have several advantages inherent in their training. One

is the formal schooling In the offensive use of chemical. and anotheý .

the Wide variety of chemicals the Soviets stock. Within thei. e.ti-dt:.2

stockpile of 50,000 tons are 17 different chemical. agents. The US, th,:

only NATO nation with any sort of chemical stockpile, work. ma'lr,.y wilth tw;

agents; GB, a nonpersistent netve agent and VX, a thickened, persiste.t

perve agent$. Another advantage the Soviets have is their actual combat

tested chemical doctrine.. They have field tested their agents and

employment techniques, and know what to expect whe~n they employ them.

'Thus the Soviet army is a well equipped and highly ttained chemical

force and, under the proper circumstanLes, will nort h,.Itt-te to !aem•. ...

che,.,:als If, it perceives an advantage to their use. The question re:••ns

wh- .: ou not -he Soviet Union would consider employirn chemic.ý1lIn ini

."{:k ac.iiast NATO forces. The fact is that Soviet ch.•mlc.l t:oo;; tram:1

with dllhernt ag,::,its than those-employed by their ptote:;t.lal enmL-:.

!ends credence to 'he idea that they plan to employ those chemicals

offensively and must be prepared to work with them. Clven that the

Soviets are both trained and prepared to employ chemicals as a normal
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product of their military doctrine, there are several cogent milit..•y andJ

political reasorns for them to consider first use of chemical weapons.

The first military reason involves the terrain the .invadingj Sovlet

forces must traverse. German towns have grown and expanded at srh a :.ate

that the once wide open spaces of the north German plain no longer exist.

Soviet forces would encounter at least three major urban area. every 20

kilometers' 9 . These urban centers are potential defensive strongpoints

that would greatly slow down the rapid tempo the Soviet. deem necessary t;

be successful in their attack. Soviet planners face a dilemma when they

consider how to deal with urban sprawl. To bypass one urban center wc::.'

require traversing another, and to nheutralize one would drin preclouz,-.

resources from the main effort. World War, II experience taught the S, ; t

that the combat power required to reduce strongpolnts rubbles towns,

Increasing their defensive potential and destroying the Inferastructure !,f
20

the countries they were planning to occupy

One :;ul"tion is the massive use of chemlcal weapons. Chemcal weaporr

have the positive characteristic of killing defender: 'hIle =!.i,,. ".-

rubbling of the u:ban centers. The terroristic effect of chemrical

casualties on the civilian population could be considered vata~e:u.: .

it serves to break the will of the defenders. Mass casualties will

undoubtedly help to overwhelm the NATO medical support structure, further

degrading NATO's ability to effectively defend itself Sovlet chemici:

flres could isolate those urban areas they wish to bypass and permit

concentration on those urban c:enters they fee. they must attac k.. The.i in

then return to the bypassed urban centers at a later time when tht effect

of the chemica: f1Ires has greatly weakened the defeender;. The add', ±tflecl

of a standing infrastructure undamaged by conventional high ePp'.li've
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villhelp the Soviets with the post var reconstruction efforts In newly

occupied territories
2 2 .

Another incentive to Soviet first use of chemical weapons are the

extraordinary NATO vulnerabilities to them. The largest NATO

reinforcements, and much of the eplacement equipment and supplips come from

the United States. Arriving soldiers must draw their preposItioned

equipment and the large resupply Items arriving by ship have to bf hnluaded

at the ports thus presenting lucrative chemical targets. Chemacal flr:-t

will cause casualties and contaminate the equipment site:, greatl 0 slov!ig

down relnforcing efforts. Port's present . highpr v.-Oue target bec.ri:-. ;AT

depends on a large civilian labor pool to ofload ships. T"Is labr f"rce

Is untrained and unprotected. agalnst chemical fires. Long range chemical

fires at the onset of the invasion vould cause mass casualties among the

labor force and greatly degrade the NATO resupply effort 2 3 .

The NATO military foices themselves are highly susceptIble to che'ilcal

fires. while most forces can respond with adequate defensive measu:ez, ,a

successful chemical defense Is still very resource Intenslvie ,.

military activity. The Cumbinedl Arms In a N.er/Chemical £v~rn:e::t

(CANE) Phase I test conducted In 1987 -at Fort Hooi, Tl,,, !ll tr t '

disruptive' working i ,3 chemical environment would be to a unit.

Slgnificantlyý it took small units twice as, long an.! e-jured twice , '

soldiers to accomplish the same task in a chemical environment. ComM,3nd

and control was greatly affected, with radio transmissions doubling in

frequency and length in an attempt to overcome the effects of working in an
S2"4

otherwise successful mission onIented protective postu;e (MOPP)
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The 1905 Kroesen study suggests that even If the front line combat

unitsiwere not targeted,they vould soon feel the detrimental effects of the

Soviet chemical fires in the rear areas. For example, an artillery' unlt,

Itself untouched by chemical fires, could face the dilemma of accepting

ammunition which had been contaminated in the rear area. If It did not

accept the ammunition, It would soon run out of Its basic load and be

combat Ineffective. If It accepted the contaminated artillery shells, the.

defensive measures it woul.d be required to take to protect Itself would

degrade It to the point that in a few days It would be combat Ineffective

25through the exhaustion of working in chemical protective gear

Along vith the advantages of using chemical weapons, the pragmatic

Soviets will have to consider the additional risks involved a;. weir. Of

primary concern would be NATO's response to Soviet chemical fires. SIATOIs

chemical retaliatory threat Is extremely weak. Only the United States and

France have measurabie stockpiles and France's stockpile is-very small.

The US stockpile is old but Is slowly being modernized. Assuming the US

has adequate means, the Soviets must still measure the US ary's ab22t}° t;

effectively employ its chemical weapons.

A greater fear the Soviets have is that NATO will compensate for Its

weak chemical retaliatory capability with the threat of nuclear :zcrn.•s-.

Since 1976, the Soviets have modified their conceptual use of chemical

fires from a broad spectrum, high volume approach to a more lImited,

selective use on hlgh value targets such as NATO command an.,!,ntr,

centers, POMCUS sites and ports. The Intent is to Increase the surprlse

and shock of the Initial attack to preclude the political .3uthorties frzom

27escalating to a nuclear response
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The Soviet Union's concern for the political risks can best be viewed

through an historical perspective. Actions in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and

Afghanistan show the Soviets willing to risk world censure to achieve

Internal objectives. Although there are certainly added political risks

Inherent in employing chemical weapons, they are insignificant compared to

the risks of Invading NATO In the first place 2. Even the legal question

of violating the Geneva Convention signed In 1928 is moot. The Convention

provides a loophole whereby a nation Is not prohibited from first use of

chemicals if its enemy or the enemy's allies are not s1gnatorles of th'z

protocol. Several members of NATO as well as the Warsaw Pact have not

signed the protocol allowing both sides to engage in chemical use".

The only practical restraint to Soviet chemical use is deterrence.

Since the Soviets believe they can use chemicals without inviting a nuclear

response, chemical warfare hampers their efforts only where it slows 1, n

their operational tempo. If the Soviets are the only ones using chemical

weapons, they can selectively target those areas that would f-rce NIATO to

operate In a chemically restricted defense posture while they were fret to

move about unimpeded. The only wdy chemical warfare will slow lcwr trl

Soviets' Is If NATO respornl, with effective chemical Lires , forcin, So'5et

units to operate In a degraded chemical defenzIve po~tu~e. TV Unite,1

States is the only NATO member with the means to carry out those chemical

fires. The real Soviet concern 13 whether the US Army is trained to

employ its limited chemical arsenal effectively.
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SECTION V-HOW WELL TRAINED ARE WE?

In the previous section we saw that the Soviet Union had the capability

and demonstrated the willingness to employ chemical weapons should they

perceive an advantage to their use. When Soviet planners consider the

possibilities of chemical retaliation and its detr.mental effects on their

operations, only the United States Army currently Pas the realistic means

of providing that retaliation' This section deta.Is US doctrine and the

offensive use of chemical weapons. The planning and execution of chemical

fires will be analyzed, as will a doctrinally correct' fire support annex t,)

a division operations order used at the Army's National Training Center t"

illustrate how our doctrinal application reflects a lack of education and

training.

US doctrine calls for the commander, operations officer and fire

support coordinator (FSCOORD)'at every level from brigade to corps to be

responsible for planning, integrating and execucing chemical fires1 . S1.ce

the only means available to the US Army are the 155mm arid 203n m art il:ey

systems, responsibility for the actual, employment of chemical munitions has

been delegated to the field artillery. To them, "planning for thu zc of

chemical weapons is doni within the fire support system according to the

same principles and procedures used for other means of fire support"'. In

other words, chemical shells should be considered as Just another big

bullet.

The commander gives his staff his guidance, detailing the effects he

wants chemical fires to achieve and what chemicals will be incorporated

into his scheme of maneuver. The operations officer insures the FZCOCRD

understands the scheme of maneuver and incorporates fires to enhince the
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unit's operations. The chemical officer's function is to assist and advise

theFSCOORD In the preparation of those fires

The chemical officer at Corps level prepares the corps chemical plan

under the supervision of the corps FSCOORD. He considers the number and

type of chemical munitions and delivery systems and allocates those weapons

based on the corps commander's guidance. The division chemical officer

works with the division fire support element (FSE) to perform a similar,

although more detailed planning function. The division, realistically, Is

the lowest level that can provide detailed planning for chemical fliz•

because it Is the lowest level equipped with a chemical planning staff. Our

doctrine, however, requires brigade staffs to plan and nominate chemical

targets that will be incorporated into the division's artillery che~mica.

4
fires plan

Planners expecting a great deal of expert advice on the employment of

chemical fires will be disappointed by the austere chemical staffs provided

to tactical units. The corps chemical offIcer Is most likely the co:is

chemical battalion commander. The corps Nuclear, aiologlcal and Chemical

(NBC) center is manned by 5 officers and 8 enlisted soldiers who provlde 24

hour staffing. This staff is responsible for, collecting, collating,

evaluating and disseminating NBC reports and data within the corps arta, .is

well as assisting the corps FSE with planning chemicLal firesS. The

situation does not improve at the division level . The heavy division has

a chemical staff of 13, with 8 dedicated to manning the NEC center with 24

hour staffing. Their main function is to, coordinate the actions of the

reconnaissance and decontamination platoons of the division chemical

company, as well as collating, collecting and disseminating NBC reports

throughout the division,. They -ire .a small eno|igh staff that they are
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easily overwhelmed with the added coordination Involved with Integrating

additional assets that the-corps may provide the division. Doctrinally,

when the corps allocates additional units to the division It must also plan

to send a Headquarters Detachment to augment the division chemical staff 6 .

The chemical staffs-at the brigade and battalion have purely defensive

functions. The brigade chemical officer and NCO monitor the brigade's

chemical training in peacetime and assist and advise the commander

regarding placement of attached chemical decontamination units to support

the scheme of maneuver. The battalion's chemical staff consists of.a

lieutenant and NCO at battalion headquarters, and a chemlcal specialist in

each company to assist cummanders with monitoring unit chemical defense

7team and equipment proficiency . Our doctrine expects battalion and

brigade commanders and staffs to be familiar with the employment of

chemicals and to be able to plan and nominate targets to division.

Chemical officers at that level a're not trained to advise their commanders

on chemical weapon employment. Their technical advice deals with the

characteristics of chemical agents and their effects on traops because that

'impacts on their. defensive mission. The skills required to conduct a

,chemical target value analysis that recommends vhlch targets to hit with

what munitions from what delivery systems are extremely complex and reqnire

special schooling--schooling the chemical branch school is'not tasked tV

provide

The highly complex chemical target value analysis procesz Involve.

making critical subjective value decisions. Some of the more obvious

factors to consider are meteorological data. and the physical aspects of the

terrain at the target. Wind direction and speed impact on the dispersion

of the chemical, as does the time of day when the agent is employed.
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Vegetation and soil. types determine how long an agent viii persist and how

9concentrated the vapor hazard will be9. The enemy situation has to be

known, not only in terms of what he could be planning, to do, but more

specifically the size, shape and orientation of the enemy target, so as to

maximize the effects of the chemical fires. On the friendly side, the

planner must know what type and quantity of munition is available, who-has

it, and what delivery means will give the particular effect desired. The

planner has to consider what impact the chemical fires will have on current

and planned operations as well as potential constraints on branches and

sequels. Finally, the planner must determine the relative worth of the

proposed target in terms of the possible risk to friendly troops, future

operations, and logistical effort required for the chemical fires, against

10the expected damage to the enemy . Currently the only formal schooling

that provides such training to officers is the Nuclear, Chemical Target

Analysis Course, (NCTAC), taught to select officers at Fort Sill,

Oklahoma1 1 .

Our doctrine expects our commanders, operations officers and fire

support coordinators to be familiar with the 6ffects of chemical fires and

their integration with maneuver. Their Chemical staffs are trained orny to

advise on defensive measures, so there surely must be some portion of an

officer's formal schooling dedicated to employing chemical weapon-ý.

Unfortunately, that is not the case. The Command and General Staff

Officers Course (CGSOC), the last opportunity for the army to offer its

future brigade, division and corps staff officer with a common tactical

base, has a required tactics course for resident students regardless of

branch affiliation. The course, Combat Operations, requires the student to

study 187 hours of integrated warfighting techniques at the corps and
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division level 12. Oril 6 hours address chemical warfare, all devoted to

discussion of the effe ts on friendly operations, and the defensive actions

to be taken, should th Soviets employ chemicals 13 . As it is a subject

matter to be worked in o the lesson, the actual amount of chemical warfare

incorporated into the ourse is left up to the instructor. Many groups do

not discuss It at all. Even the School of Advanced Military Studies

(SAMS), a school dedic ted to the study of both the tactical and

operational level of v r, does not incorporate chemical employment in its

tactics Instruction. In a recent exercise the students portrayed the staff

of the hypothetical X Corps in a European scenario. The Fourth Army rci,

operations order the staff received omitted the chemical annez and the

chemical fires portion of the fire support annex. Consequently, when the

board players representing the Soviet forces hit the corps area with

chemical strikes, ther was no way the corps staff could plan retaliatory

measures. The subject of retaliatory fires was discussed for a few

14
moments, considered " oo hard to do*, and the matter was dropped

Our doctrine call for Army officers to be proficient with chmic1il

retaliatory fires, an acknowledged complex task, as a means of enhancing

our chemical deterren e. Yet, that Is not what officers are being taught

and it is certainly n t what they are practicing in the-field. One merely

has to recall the num er of times he has trained in the planning and

execution of che-!cal fires to appreciate how little training goes on in

this field. Even our Institutional evaluation process for training

battalion and brigade staffs such as the Nation.31 Training Center

disregards this area. In a system where those events'that are evaluated

are the events that w train on, the NTC only evaluates how well units

respond to chemical a tacks, not how well they plan arid execute them.

29
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During a recent visit to the NTC, Major Charles Zimmerman, an

observer/controller for over 18 months, reported that he had yet to see

chemical fires included in any brigade operations order even though the

division operations order given the brigade staff for their planning

purposes instructs them to plan and nominate chemical targetsS. The

division fire support annex detailing the requirements for the brigade's

chemical target nominations, while doctrinally correct, illuminates the

problem areas we face due to our lack of training in this area.

.The division operation order (OPORD) is for an attack in zone, with the

evaluated brigade receiving priorities of fire. Tho division OPORD's

chemical appendix to the fire support annex follows the doctrinal example

in FM 6-20 (The append'ix has been reprinted as appendix A for thiz paper).

Paragraph c.(l)(b) tells the division's brigades they may plan and nominate

chemical targets. Those targets would have to be approved by the division

commander, once he received expenditure authority from the corps

commander. Criteria for target selection Is delineated in later

paragraphs. The division commander dictates what chemical agents may be

employed and that casualty effects will be 30% (preferred), w!th at leazt

15% casualties as a minimum. The brigade must nominate chemical targets at

least 18 hours prior to desired time on target and the target description

16must Include the radius of the target

Although they are doctrinally currect, these requirements* hamstring the

brigade commander's freedom to employ chemical weapons. Unfortunately, it

is a doctrine which has not evolved very far' from Its World War I :cots.

If the division commander must approve all chemical artillery fire3 before

they can be employed, how responsive can they be? One of the many

advantages of artillery Is that it Is responsive to the commarder ', need
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Attacks are fluid In nature, requiring responsive fires when needed, and

cannot await the time consuming approval process. Our current doctrine

says that the brigade's deep battle begins 12 hours out 17 . Yet the

division expects the brigade commander In the attack to not only know where

the chemical fires must be placed 18 hours from now, he must also know the

dimensions of that target. Additionally, he Is told that his chemical

fires must achieve a certain amount of casualties to be considered

successful. Commanders realize they can no longer expect fire support

systems to produce casualty rates on demand. Commanders expect their

artillery and air force assets to delay, disrupt and disorganize the

enemy'. Destruction to any degree is an obvious benefit, but one that

cannot be decreed. Why, then, should the commander expect to be able to

dictate casualty rates for his chemical fires if he doesn't expect It from

other fire support systems?

The casualty effect and size of the proposed target aLe requirements

based on tables the chemical fires planner used to achieve effects desired

In World War I, but which are cut of place on the modern battlefield. The

tables the chemical planner uses to determine the amount cl chemical agent

to be delivered to the target are found In FM 3-108. Those tables are

predicated on the chemical agent and the delivery system to be used. Cther

factors the planner considers are the casualties to be produced by the

chemical agent and the training status of the enemy.. The planner entezs

the table by knowing the radius of the target, then includes all the above

factors to determine how many chemical rounds must be delivered in a given

period of time to achieve the desired casualties 1 .
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Those tables are based on data gathered, for the-most part, from World

War I when chemical barrages were planned as regularly as conventional

artillery fires. In that static form of warfare, it was Important to

achieve a desired casualty rate to allow friendly troops a better chance to

penetrate enemy defenses. The number of rounds required to achieve the

desired casualties was not a critical factor because the tactics of that

Oeriod allowed for the tremendous buildup of artillery rounds to support

the planned offensive. Chemical fires require tremendous numbers of

artIllery shells to achieve significant number of enemy kills. An

unclassified source calculated that to achieve 20%-40% casualties against a

company-sized'target, (the only modern unit that would fit within a 500

meter radius area), would require 1080 155mm CB filled artillery shells

delivered on the target area within 15 seconds 1 9 . Such a requirement would

not have seemed out of the ordinary In World War I. In the Match 1918

German offensive, the Germans fired 20,000 rounds Into one village alone

20within a 15 hour period2. The US Army can't fulfill that mission In

today's lethal battlefield According to the NTC's division operations

order, the total division allocation of GB (a nonpersistent nerve agent) Is

almost half of what would be required to be fired on Just that c6tpa'ny-

sized' target. More to the point, a division structured with an organic

artillery brigade of three 155mm battalions and one 8" battalion is

Incapable of firing that many rounds that quickly, even If it had the

chemical rounds!
2 1
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Training at the NTC prepares units for high Intensity combit, yet how

could that instltutl.. possibly produce a document so unrealistic in its

implementation? Has this point been raised before? The answer may be that

ve are not trained to employ chemical weapons, and therefore have no way of

knowing if what our doctrine tells us is right or not.
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SECTION VI- THE CONCLUSION

"...The US chemical weapons policy Is to deter, defend,
and retaliate. The order here is very significant. To be
effective and credible, all three elements must be in
balance, like the three legs of a stool. With the
retaliatory leg virtually nonexistent, the deterrence leg
Is short.*

MG John 0. Appel

The problems associated with our lack of training In the

employment of chemical fires run far deeper than just the actual

delivery of chemical munitions to the target. Lack of training has

also left us unprepared to employ chemical weapons in other ways as

well. One of the manuals issued CGSOC students lists 55 separate

-staff functions related to the employment of chemical fires 2. Among

those tasks',are the integration of chemical fires with the scheme cf

maneuver. Other tasks'deal with'the supply, storage and

transportation of chemical weapons.

To avoid friendly casualties in the integration of chemical fires

with maneuver, we have created a complex series of reports that inform

all units of enemy strikes and upcoming friendly chemical strikes.

The report process, however, doesn't albw for a means of confirming

that friendly units' have received the NBC 3 Strlkewarn message because

3.it doesn't require a reply . One reason it requires approval from

higher levels to use chemical fires are the constraints they can place

on the subsequent movement of adjacent friendly units. In our

schooling, staffs are allowed to plan the 'use of artillery delivered

scatterable mines whose terrain limiting potential capability exceeds

that of nonpersistent GB. Yet their employment Is not constrained by

requiring permission to fire the mission from higher commanders as Is

the case withchemical fires.
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A host of problems arise once approval has been given by the

national command authority to allocate chemical rounds to units. The

chemical artillery round may be Just another bullet to those who fire

it, but it is a different matter to those who have to store and

deliver it. Field Manual 3-20, Technical Escort Operatlons details a

litany of restrictive regulations required when chemical agents are

shipped. The regulations obviously make sense as they apply to

peacetime safety and environmental considerations, but the circular

makes no distinction between combat and peacetime conditions. Some of

the requirements would place too great an administrative burden to

make tactical sense. Among them are armed escorts, trained and

equipped-to decontaminate whatever agents they are carrying. Escorts

must travel In vehicles with the cargo inspected and sealed, on routes

that have been requested and cleared ahead of time4 . Delivering nerve

agents (the only agents we employ) by air is even more restrictive.

Should we have to follow these regulations under combat conditions, it

would prevent using helicopters to deliver chemical rounds as we now

use them for conventional artillery rounds.

Storage of the chemical rounds poses another problem. Security

measures for storing chemical rounds in peacetime are far more

stringent than those required for conventional rounds. If those

procedures continue under combat conditions, special ammunition

storage points (ASP) will be required with the additional staffing

that entails. Our doctrine called for specially trained chemic.l

units to store, transport and employ our chemical weapons In.World War

I1. Under our current doctrine, conventional units assume this

additional duty and they have not trained for it.
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Chemical weapons are Just one of many tools in our tool box.

Just as we would fault a craftsman for not knowing how to use the

tools of his trade, we should fault military professionals who are not

knowledgeable In the use of this tool. There are several actions the

Irmy can take to correct this deficiency.

The first step Is to recognize that the spectre of chemical

warfare is here to stay. The chemical threshold has been breached too

many times in the recent past to serve as an effective barrier to

future use,. As a recent Time magazine article said, "the

international community will have to face up to the reality that the

taboo on the use of chemical weapons has been weakened If not

destroyed" 5 . Even if the Soviet Union should refrain from using

chemical warfare In Its future endeavors there are many Thlrd World

nations just now waking up to its potential. CIA Diiector William H.

Webster recently disclosed that Libya is building the largest chemical

weapons plant the agency has ever seen, and that 20 other nations were

6developing chemical weapons . Once we a:knowledge that chemical

weapons are here to stay, we must then recognize our responsibility to

be proficient in all aspects of this form of warfare. Training In the

OffensiVe use of chemical weapons should not undercut our nation's

stated desire to banish future chemical warfare any more than

improving our capability to fight in a conventional manner undercuts

our nation's desire for future peace.

The second step is to integrate the full spectrum of chemical

warfare into our formal education system. There I~s no reason why a

chemical officer should attend a field artillery school to le.irn to

employ the weapons at which he is supposed to be an expert. Combat
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arms officers are required to have a working understanding of the

employment of combat support assets such as attack helicopters and.

field artillery. Why allow them to defer to a "technical expert* on

the fundamentals of employing -chemical weapons to make up for their

lack of knowledge? All officer advanced courses should incorporate

the employment of chemical veapons In their tactics Instruction. Such

Instruction.should be reinforced in the Command and General Staff

Officers Course, thus insuring that all officers assigned to brigade,

division and corps staffs have a working knowledge and appreciation

for the offensive use of chemical weapons.

New doctrinal concepts should be introduced to bring us closer to

the realities of modern combat. The CANE report, mentioned earlier,

shoved Just how having to work In a chemical environment disrupts the

command and control of tactical units and degrades their, ability to

perform their missions. Rather than overwhelm our current

capabilities to suit the requirements of an outdated chemical

doctrine, we can shape our doctrine to meet our capabilities. Instead

of flIng massive numbers of chemical shells to achieve lethal total

dose concentrations, we merely need to intersperse chemical shells

within convent!onal artillery fires. The number of gas shells should

be Just enough to activate the enemy's chemical alarms, forcing his

soldiers Into their chemical protective gear, and thereby greatly

degrading their ability to conduct vat?. Should the enemy choose not

to increase his defensive posture, he risks casualties above what

would otherwise be expected. This measured sprinkling of chemical

rounds Is within our capabilities to execute, yet the added
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complexities It forces on the enem2 greatly enhances the effects of

our conventional fires.

The only vay we will be able to execute this modified form of

chemical fires effectively is to r quire units to incorporate chemical

fires in their tactical training. Units at the NTC should be

evaluated on their ability to plan and deliver chemical fires as veil

as their ability to defend against chemical attacks. The initial

rotations to the NTC were so evaluated before the process was

administratively deleted by the control cell at the NTC as too hard to

8.
controlS. Division CPXs should In(lude the storing and transporting

of chemical munitions to develop w rkable operating procedures.

Artillery units should be evaluate( on their ability to plan,

coordinate and deliver chemical fi es.

A determination must be made 1hether to dedicate one unit to fite

all chemical rounds or distribute the chemical rounds to all firing

units. Consolidating chemical rouids in one unit obviously limits the

flexibility of artillery fires, bu until binary rounds are all

fielded, we still have to work wit old rounds that haye a reputation

for leaking around the fuze wells9. Consolidation would limit the

number of crews working with old s ells who might have to operate In

an increased MOPP 5tatus. One ot er advantage is that fever units

would then be involved with pickig 'up and transporting chemical

rounds from their storage sites.

Critics who would say that these measures unnecessarily complicate

the "real" training that must occur, or that these Ideas belong In the

"*too hard to do* drawer, must surely realize that, In combat, chemicil

operations do not magically becomw easier or more sinple in their
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interaction with conventional operations. only extensive, realistic

training will make these complex operations more effective.

The dilemma that accompanies the use of chemical weapons is its

political ramifications. Considered a liability by many; the

political aspect of this subject can be used to our advantage against

our greatest threat, the Soviet Union. The Soviets have always taken

a serious interest in our chemical program. When the United States

halted its chemical program, the Soviets responded by creating the

most rapid expansion to date of their chemical warfare capability1 0 .

When the United States began to implement its chemical warfar'e

modernization program to improve its offensive capability, the Soviets

responded by pushing for a treaty banning chemical weapons . The

message is clear. A purely defensive policy is not as effective a

deterrent as one that offers a credible retaliation capability.

Merely stating that we will retaliate does not give us the capability

to do so. It is obvious that our lack of training further degrades

the limited credibility of our retaliation policy. By once again

schooling our officers in chemical weapons and training our units to

employ those weapons properly, we are sending a clear message to our

enemies. We would prefer net to use chemical weapons, but should we

have to respond, we can do so effectively.

To those who. would argue that our renewed empha3is on offensive

chemical employment sends our allies the wrong message, I would

respond that it was an allied officer who started me on tiiis project.

Last year during a corps level exercise, a group of US officers sat at

a table wargaming the possible outcomes involved in their planned

course of action. At some point in our deliberations we i-alized we
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had committed all of our assets but would still be unable to delay or

disrupt an approaching Soviet force. An allied officer watching us

finally came over and suggested hitting that force with chemicals to

slow it down. In the scenario, the Soviet force had used chemicalz

several days previously, so, politically it was feasible. Whether or

not chemical use would have been effective is really not the point.

By the look on our faces, it was painfully obvious that using chemical

weapons had never entered our minds. That an allied officer should

have to, remind US officers about a capability for which they were once

respected world wide should never happen again.
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Appendix A: ANNEX D (FIRE SUPPORT ) TO OPLAN 88-14

Note' Only that portion of the annex dealing vith chemical fires is
copied below.

3. EXECUTION

a. (omitted)
b. (omitted)
c. Chemical Support:

(1) General:

(a) Priority of support to 3d Brigade initially.

(b) Toxic chemicals may be planned. Release for use will
be transmitted per SOP for approval by division commander on release by
Corps commander.

(2) PCL:

155m 203Omm'

3-3 PA 83 41
5-18 FA* 83 41
1-41 FA 83 41
1-42 FA 83 41
1-640 FA 83 41
2-640 FA 40 10
3-640 FA 40 '10
4-640 FA 40 10

* When DS to 1st Brigade.

(3) Miscellaneous:
(a) Casualty Effects:

l.' GB:, Employ for immediate casualties.

2. VX: Employ for delayed casualties and
contamination.

3. Fractional Casualties:
a Preferred fractional casualty achievement

is target destruction (30 percent casualties).

b Minimal acceptable fractional casualty
achievement for target engagement is target neutralization (15 percent,
casualties).

(b) Nominations will be made to Division G3 NLT 18 hours
prior to desired time on target.
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c)All naominations will include:

1. Type of target.

2. S.ize of target (radius In meters).

3. Time on target.

4. Expected casualties.

A- 2
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